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**Course Objectives**

- Be aware of the general liability trends for emergency physicians.
- Understand the trends of liability in pre-hospital care that may impact Medical Control Physicians and EMS Physician Directors.
- Know the factors necessary to assess properly patient capacity/competency and the documentation necessary to minimize liability risk in the event of a bad outcome.
- Understand the impact of the use of Clinical Guidelines on malpractice liability.
- Recognize the malpractice risks associated with the use and supervision of mid-level providers in emergency medicine.
- Understand the common documentation pitfalls associated with malpractice risk in both paper and electronic formats.
- Understand the importance of good communications on reducing malpractice risk.
- Understand the importance of robust discharge instructions and good systems of managing incomplete test results.

---

**Emergency Medicine Overview**

The Harvard Medical Practice Study demonstrated that between 1.5-3% of all adverse events that affected hospitalized patients occurred in the emergency department. More important, most of the errors, which occurred in emergency departments, were deemed to be attributable to negligence.\(^1\) The causes of this error rate and the resulting claims of malpractice are well recognized: emergency physicians practice in a multi-faceted organization with complex structures caring for acutely ill patients, at all times of day and night, working in a time pressured environment, beleaguered by overcrowding, frequent interruptions, incomplete information and the lack of a continuing patient-physician relationship.

Emergency physicians rank third behind obstetrician/gynecologists and surgical specialists in frequency of malpractice claims. Overall, approximately 50% of emergency physicians have been sued, 31% more than once, and approximately 8-9% of emergency physicians are sued annually.\(^2\,\,3\) Data from the late 1980s demonstrated that physician experience and board certification were significant factors in closed claims.\(^4\) However, with significant emergency care
provider demographic changes in recent years, the significance of these factors may have changed. Approximately 30% of all emergency medicine malpractice suits result in an indemnity payment. Between 2005 and 2009, the average indemnity payout for emergency medicine was $468,000, 12% higher than other specialties during the same time period. Of those EM cases that paid indemnity, 95% were closed by settlement. Of all the EM cases decided by verdict, 85% were decided in favor of the defendant. Some studies looking at claims closed between 1987 and 2007 have demonstrated that the most common “misadventure” in emergency medicine, as categorized by the insurer, was failed or delayed diagnosis. These cases comprised about 38% of claims, with one insurer indicating the rate may be as high as 80%. Negligent treatment was the issue in approximately 12-16% of cases. Other error types include medication related error in 4.5% and procedure related error in 2.5%. No medical error was identified by the insurer in more than 18% of cases.

EMS

Although claims against pre-hospital providers only occur in approximately 1 in 27,000 patient-paramedic encounters, the frequency of claims per encounter relating to pre-hospital care appears to be rising. Nearly one third of cases relate to cardiac arrest. Other common cases include traumatic deaths (22%), non-lethal trauma (15%), and respiratory conditions (12%). The resource hospital and EMS Medical Director are rarely named. One area of higher potential risk for medical control physicians is patient refusal of care and transport. Patients older than 65 years of age and those patients who again seek care after initially refusing care and transport are significantly more likely to require hospitalization within 48 hours of the initial refusal of pre-hospital care and transport. Even if the EMS provider did not contact the medical control physician, the physician may be liable for that refusal of care decision. Since studies have shown an electronic physician-patient communication significantly increases the acceptance of care and transport, especially in the high-risk patients such as those with altered mental status, medical control physicians should encourage pre-hospital providers to be liberal in initiating a patient-physician communication in cases for refusal of care and/or transport. Medical control physicians should carefully evaluate the interaction to determine whether the patient has the capacity to make the refusal decision. Robust documentation of this interaction is often inadequate by the field personnel. Appropriate documentation can be a logistical challenge for the emergency physician but may be critical if the refusal patient has a bad outcome.

Assessing Competency/Decision Making Capacity

Alleged failure to obtain informed consent or refusal is a well known basis for malpractice claims; this type of claim can involve emergency physicians. Obtaining informed consent or refusal, when appropriate, is critical for mitigating risk in emergency care, both in the pre-hospital setting as noted previously, and within the emergency department. The first step in this process is to determine whether a patient is competent to make autonomous health care decisions. Necessary elements needed to ensure the patient has clinical decision-making capacity include: the patient has a set of values and goals (typically assumed); the patient is able to understand and communicate information; the patient is able to deliberate and reason about the
decision being made; and, if possible to complete, mini-mental status and neurological exams should not demonstrate any impairment affecting decision making.\(^\text{22}\)

If the patient cannot make autonomous health care decisions, and the temporal situation allows, the physician should first seek out a Health Care Proxy and in the absence of one, a substitute decision maker such as spouse, parent etc. In the absence of a competent patient, health care proxy or other substitute decision maker, the physician should act in the patient’s best interests. Once the patient is determined to have autonomous health care decision-making capacity or a health care proxy or substitute decision maker is determined, the physician must obtain and document the informed consent discussion. The important elements of informed consent include:

- Discussions should occur in a language and at a level the patient can understand.
- The risks and benefits of all treatment options including the obvious and doing nothing, and even those the emergency physician is not recommending, should be discussed.
- The patient should paraphrase the relevant discussion points and state the reason(s) for her or his decision.

The more risky and unexpected the patient’s decision is regarding the options, the greater the need to carefully evaluate competency, provide full information regarding the risk and benefits of the available options, and to document the decision making process in detail.\(^\text{23}\) For particularly unconventional decisions, with the competent patient’s permission, the physician may consider involving family or friends to help the decision maker appreciate the risks and benefits of the options.

**Protocols/Guidelines/Clinical Decision Rules**

Some physicians are reluctant to use practice guidelines, concerned that their use will reduce the physician’s clinical decision-making authority or enable criticism of their practice as being based on economic rather than medical considerations.\(^\text{24}, \text{25}\) Studies have demonstrated that the use of clinical guidelines results in fewer malpractices cases because the use of the guidelines were judged by the litigant’s attorney to be exculpatory evidence (exonerating the physician).\(^\text{26}, \text{27}, \text{28}\) However, when a suit was brought, guidelines, and the lack of adherence to them, was most commonly utilized as inculpatory evidence (implicating the physician).\(^\text{27}, \text{29}, \text{30}\) In only 23% of these cases, was the validity of the guidelines challenged.\(^\text{27}\)

While most of the studies regarding clinical guidelines lie outside of emergency medicine, Karcz et al. concluded that the use of clinical guidelines for high risk areas of emergency care would likely have resulted in significantly fewer closed claims with indemnity.\(^\text{8}\) Although guidelines do not comprise legal standards for care, they do provide the courts with a benchmark against which to judge clinical care.\(^\text{28}\) While the use of a clinical guideline or clinical decision rules is up to the individual physician, each physician must be thoroughly knowledgeable of the existence and utility of a clinical practice guideline for a given patient situation and recognize that following established clinical guidelines will generally demonstrate that the standard of care was met. Conversely, if a guideline exists and it is not utilized by the physician, liability is more likely.\(^\text{25}, \text{27}\) In some states, such as Maine and Minnesota, use of accepted guidelines for inculpatory liability purposes is limited or forbidden while use for exculpatory purposes is not restricted.\(^\text{27}\)
Supervision of Mid-Level Providers and Physicians in Training

Data from the CDC demonstrates that the proportion of emergency department patients seen by mid-level providers (MLPs) including nurse practitioners (NPs) and physician assistants (PAs) increased from 5.5% in 1997 to 12.7% in 2006.\(^{31}\) Over the same period the percentage of emergency departments using MLPs increased from 28% to 77%, with academic centers utilizing MLPs slightly less frequently.\(^{31,32}\) MLPs are most commonly utilized in lower acuity urgent care type settings.\(^{31,32,33,34}\) Slightly over half of the MLP patients were also seen by the supervising physician.\(^{31}\) Numerous studies have cited improvements in wait times and patient satisfaction with the addition of mid-level providers, improvements which may be assumed to mitigate litigation risk. However, few studies have evaluated the quality of medical care provided by mid-level providers in the emergency department setting. One of the few studies to do so demonstrated that in the care of asthma, unsupervised MLP quality of care was not equivalent to supervised MLP care.\(^{35,36,37}\)

Most of the litigation involving mid-level providers has historically focused on the extent of supervision of that provider rather than on the mid-level provider’s performance.\(^{38}\) Nurse practice acts vary state-to-state, with some states having independent practice for NPs (not requiring any physician involvement), some with collaborative agreement required with a physician.\(^{39}\) Statutory regulation of Physician Assistants also vary from state to state with regards to the number of PAs a physician can supervise, the number of physicians who can supervise one PA, and physician liability for PAs.\(^{40}\) Physicians that are supervising NPs and/or PAs must understand their responsibilities and liability risks as regulated by their state. Physicians must understand that they can be liable for patient care and outcomes even if they never personally interacted with the patient, and in fact may be more vulnerable if they did not see the patient.

Three legal bases commonly used to impute liability from the MLP to the physician include negligent supervision, \textit{respondeat superior} (vicarious liability based on employer-employee or principal-agent relationship but in the medical field may apply to any assistant working under the physician) and negligent hiring (applicable to those charged with the hiring decision).\(^{40}\) There are no studies or reviews evaluating liability risk for supervising physicians in the emergency department setting. However, anecdotally, the two highest indemnity cases for ProMutual Closed Case Analysis of 2005-2009 involved the supervision of MLPs.\(^{3}\) Given the dramatic rise in utilization of mid-level providers and the recent success of litigants involving supervision duties, there will likely be more malpractice cases based at least in part on claims of inadequate supervision. Emergency Physicians in these collaborative and supervisory relationships need to ensure that the MLP exercises good clinical judgment and appropriate utilization of resources including consultation and laboratory and imaging services. Per expert witness opinion “The physician supervisor ‘trains’ the MLP to his threshold of clinical suspicion and knows when he has reached that threshold.”\(^{3}\)

Supervision of physicians in training, residents and fellows, carries similar responsibility and liability risks. One large study of the closed claims involving missed diagnosis at 20 academic centers and 26 non-academic centers demonstrated that inadequate supervision of trainee physicians was a significant contributing factor in more than half of all claims.\(^{41}\) Emergency physicians must recognize their significant liability for physician-in training and MLP care.
provided under their “supervision” whether or not the physician actually interacted with the specific patient or the “supervised” provider. A suit in which the physician did not document the direct supervision will likely be much harder to defend against than if direct supervision was demonstratively provided.

**Documentation**

Closed claim analysis has clearly indicated that the lack of documentation of a careful history and physical examination is strongly associated with an indemnity payment. The axioms “If you didn’t document it, it didn’t happen” and “If you did document it, you have proof that it did happen” or similar paraphrases which have been cited for decades when discussing documentation and risk management remain true.

A new and critically important aspect of risk management documentation is the ever expanding use of electronic medical records to replace paper or dictated records. Among the advantages of free-formatted paper or dictated records are the ability to individualize the documentation to accurately describe the patient encounter as well as the ability to later edit and complete the documentation. Inherent disadvantages of these forms of documentation include the cost and often increased time to record completion. Additionally, these suffer from the common tendency to incompletely document important details of the history, physical exam, re-examinations and documentation critical to understanding the time course of events.

Although some studies have shown that overall emergency physician documentation is improved with the use of a structured, pre-formatted chart, such as templated paper charts, these can suffer from check box use which may not accurately describe the patient or situation and space limitations which discourage individualized and thorough documentation.

The use of electronic medical records does generally result in more information being documented with greater clarity regarding the source of the information and the time course of events. Electronic medical records more easily incorporate care improvement and risk management tools such as generating complaint-specific key factors to consider and document, generating differential diagnoses to consider, incorporating allergy and drug interaction support and other forms of clinical decision support, which can reduce risk of error. However, electronic medical records also introduce new forms of documentation related error. As with pre-formatted paper charts, check box documentation may not describe the patient individually and accurately. The electronic systems must support custom entries/text so that the details of the current visit can be accurately and thoroughly documented.

Electronic template errors such as utilizing an incorrect template, documenting an incorrect side of the body repeatedly, documenting a full male physician exam on a female or vice versa, referring to a male as “she” throughout the record, all can be used to erode a practitioner’s credibility, even if the detail does not directly impact the direct basis for the claim.

Generating a voluminous electronic chart takes far less time than historically possible, leading to the risk that the volume of documentation may exceed that appropriate to the complaint or diagnosis, again negatively impacting the physician’s credibility. Another area of potential risk is the use, often by cutting and pasting, of previously generated information, often by “cutting and pasting,” without verification of current applicability. In cases where large amounts of
previously written text is imported, consider adding a notation as to the source such as “the history provided by the patient today is not significantly different from that on the previous visit”.

Information that is entered must be case-specific, accurate and relevant. Inconsistencies between nursing or other provider documentation and the physician’s documentation must be specifically addressed by the physician. With use of drop down menus and other speed enhancing tools, critically important key documentation becomes as fast as a click of a mouse; mistakes such as selecting the wrong medication or dose can occur just as fast.

One of the dangers of the electronic record is that small, non-critical errors are easily made and overlooked, and although the error(s) may not be directly related to the medical decision making they can detract from the physicians credibility by implying a lack of attention to detail. This has resulted in a new risk management axiom for electronic medical records; "look twice, click once". Careful review of the chart before finalizing/signing is imperative. ProMutual’s reviews of various insured Emergency Medicine groups potential documentation risks demonstrate that the most prevalent documentation issues are the failure to review family history, the lack of documentation of medical decision-making, including correlating the exam and test results with the differential diagnosis and inconsistent documentation of a reassessment before discharge. Frequently the documentation of reassessment is limited to a non-specific, generic “improved” which may not be specific enough to be helpful to the provider during retrospective review.

Finally, as is true for all medical record modalities, all edits to an existing document completed after the fact, must be absolutely clear as to the time and date of the entry, a function that is generally built into an electronic format. Otherwise any changes will be closely scrutinized and potentially utilized to create a perception that there was an attempt to be deceptive.

**Communications**

The style and completeness of a physician’s communications with a patient is an indisputably significant mitigating or exacerbating factor affecting liability risk. Such communication not only encompasses physician-to-patient communication but must also include the opportunity for patients to express their concerns, questions and desires to the physician. Communication with the health care team is also extremely important. Nurse-physician communication must be open and any differences in the documentation between the nurse and the physician of the patient’s history, physical findings and clinical course must be addressed in the physician’s record.

Handoffs are also an important communication issue. One study has shown that inadequate handoffs are a significant factor in approximately one quarter of closed claims involving missed diagnosis in emergency medicine. Handoffs are also a factor in cases involving negligence. The handoffs at risk include transitions between emergency physicians in the department, between emergency physicians to other emergency care providers in the department, between emergency providers and inpatient providers, and, especially at time of discharge, to primary care physicians and other outpatient providers.
The medical record must clearly document all the important aspects of the patient’s history, physical and test findings, diagnosis, ongoing problems, medications, especially new or changed medications, follow-up referrals to primary care, specialist physicians and other providers, and other specific care or follow up instructions given to the patient. Critical findings such as newly discovered masses needing follow-up should be verbally communicated with that communication specifically documented.

**Bridge/Holding Orders**

Overcrowding in the emergency department has been well demonstrated to negatively impact patient care and therefore creates a high liability risk environment. There is no evidence that the fact the emergency department was overcrowded will be a valid defense for medical malpractice. Despite widespread emergency physician belief to the contrary, there have been no studies or published reports demonstrating that emergency physician writing of temporary admitting orders, often termed “holding orders” or “bridge orders,” is a significant liability risk. On the other hand, there have been numerous closed claim cases where emergency physicians have been sued when a patient had a bad outcome because of a delay in their initial evaluation by the emergency physician due to long wait times for an emergency department bed to be available. Though there had not been any patient-physician interaction, the presence of the patient in the waiting room was sufficient to find the emergency physician liable for the bad outcome.

The back-up of admitted patients as boarders in emergency departments has been well documented as a threat to quality care and patient safety. ACEP now supports the consideration of non-comprehensive, temporary admission orders being written by emergency physicians as one potential “high impact solution” to the crisis of ED crowding. If temporary admitting orders are utilized, a thorough handoff should be documented and the responsibility for ongoing care after admission should be absolutely clear to nursing staff, the patient and providers.

**Discharge Issues**

**Test Follow-up**

One of the significant factors in emergency medicine closed claim cases involving a failure to diagnose is the failure to follow-up on abnormal tests, especially those tests results that are returned after the patient is discharged. These tests include delayed lab results such as cultures and “send outs” or batched tests and radiographs and EKGs, which may have a preliminary reading by emergency physician and a later “final” read by another physician. Current systems often lack a reliable means of assuring that delayed test results are both adequately and timely addressed and documented.

Deficits in follow-up systems represent a clear liability risk to multiple physicians including the emergency physician who ordered the test, the emergency physician who addressed the result but did not document adequately, as well as the physician leaders who may not have assured a tight
Follow up system. Follow-up systems should ensure timely communication of the significant abnormal test result to the patient as well as the primary physician. All follow-up decision making, resultant actions and communications must be carefully documented. For x-ray interpretation, EKG interpretation and other tests where there is a later quality assurance over-read of the initial emergency physician interpretation there should be a system in place to provide educational feedback to the original emergency physician and potentially others in the group.

Follow up Instructions

Just as good communications between providers is important, adequate communications with patients in language that the patient can comprehend is an imperative in the discharge process. Patients should be given an open opportunity to ask questions and verbally tested for comprehension of the instructions. Patient’s low rate of recall of even well communicated verbal instructions shortly after discharge necessitates provision of all discharge instructions in legible written form. All patients with an unresolved problem or concern should be provided date and often time specific follow-up instructions including detailed symptom-specific instructions as to when to see an outpatient provider or return to an emergency department.

AMA

Emergency physicians largely believe that documenting the discharge of a patient who refuses recommended admission as “against medical advice” protects the physician from liability. Although such documentation is widely felt to be somewhat helpful and is therefore recommended, one of the few studies on this topic found that in the four studied cases, the 100% success rate of the defendants was felt to be more related to the inability of the plaintiffs to prove negligence rather that the documentation of discharge against medical advice. To gain the maximum potential protective effect of documenting “AMA” status, the emergency physician should, whenever possible, document all of the following:

- Patient competence including lack of significant levels of intoxication
- The occurrence of a risk/benefit discussion including alternatives as detailed in the “informed consent” discussion above
- The patients reasons for the decision, ideally in the patient’s own words
- A time specific recommendation for follow-up with alternatives if alternative are able to be provided
- Usual discharge instructions as best benefiting the situation
- An open invitation to return for care if the patient changes his/her mind or the situation changes
- Documentation of an attempt to inform the primary care physician regarding the AMA discharge as appropriate

Like the informed consent discussion, the AMA discussion is of critical importance and should not be delegated by the physician to nursing staff or other staff members. These should be personally completed by the physician and not delegated to others. On the other hand, if possible, nursing staff should be present as witnesses to the discussion and if the patient wishes, family and friends as well. Even with all of these factors documented, the most important liability
reducing approach is to ensure, whenever possible, that the medical care is in accordance with standard practices.\textsuperscript{22, 54}

### Summary Points

- The most common cause of a malpractice suit in emergency medicine relates to a perceived delayed or failed diagnosis.
- The liability risk for Medical Control Physicians relates to pre-hospital refusal of transport and care decisions.
- Emergency physicians must be careful in their assessment of patient capacity/competency for medical decision-making and be thorough in the associated documentation.
- The prudent use of well-accepted Clinical Guidelines will generally reduce liability risk.
- The emergency physician is liable for all care rendered by mid-level providers and physicians in training who are under their supervision.
- Careful and thorough documentation and communication with other providers are paramount to minimizing liability risk. Although the specific errors/deficiencies that occur most commonly in the electronic environment will be different from the paper or dictated documentation environment, attention to detail in documentation remains critically important.
- Robust discharge instructions and ensuring good systems of managing incomplete test results are important patient care and risk management tools.
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